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Overview of Component-based Approach

What are components? How they look like?
What are the major types of component 
systems? 
What is J2EE?
How did component approach addresses the 
three layers of B2B integration?
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Common definition of components

A coherent package of software artifacts that can be independently 
developed and delivered as a unit and that can be composed, unchanged, 
with other components to build something larger.

Desmond D’Souza

A component is a physical manifestation of an object that has a well-defined
interface and a set of implementations for the interface.

Meyer

A physical and replaceable part of a system that conforms to and provides 
the realization of a set of interfaces

Grady Booch
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Common definition of components (Cont.)

An independently deliverable piece of functionality providing access to its
services through interfaces

A. Brown

What is the different between objects and components?

A component is an object written to a specification

Wikipedia
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Litmus Test for Components

Must be reusable (interchangeable)
Non-context specific
Composable with other components
Encapsulated
A unit of independent deployment and 
versioning
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Overview of Components

Components represent high-level services 
(applications) such as business objects (e.g., 
purchase order placement, payment, customer, 
shipping) which can be reused.
It is characterized by “plug and play” features, or 
open architecture (new components can be 
added anytime)
Its portability comes from the de-coupling of 
interface from its implementation as advocated 
by OO technology.
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Overview of Component (Cont.)

Cater for interoperability across heterogeneous 
environments, portability on different hardware 
and software platforms
Clients focus on component specification (e.g., 
using CORBA IDL), they do not need to know 
where components are located, in which 
languages they are implemented, how they 
communicate, etc.

Middleware is a software system that connects/executes components.
Components must be marshalled or serialized when accessed.
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Example of Component-based application
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Types of Middleware

RPC-based systems (most basic form of middleware)
TP monitors (RPC with transactional capabilities. It is 
the oldest and most reliable)
Object brokers (based on object model with remote 
object call)
Object monitors (combination of object brokers with 
TP monitors)
Message-Oriented middleware (MOM)
SQL-oriented data access (ODBC, JDBC)
Message broker (agent-based)
Application servers (software that allows runing of 
other applications)
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Reference Component Models

Three dominant component players are:
CORBA (Common Object Request Broker 
Architecture)
DCOM (Distributed Component Object Model)
EJB (Enterprise Java Beans)

The major services provided by middleware are 
distributed communication, security, transactions and 
naming schema. 
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Component-based Approach to B2B

Typically rely on distributed object frameworks 
such as CORBA, DCOM, EJB and other state of 
art technologies such as database gateways 
and transaction monitors
Separation between applications and 
infrastructure services (e.g., persistence 
management, security management, 
transaction management, naming service)
Platform and language independence
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Component-based Approach: 
Interoperability layers

Communication layer: CORBA IIOP, Java RMI, 
RPC etc. In general, communication is 
synchronous
Typically an OO model is used to describe 
service interface (input parameters, output 
parameters, operation names)
Business processes are worked out offline
Interfaces do not capture business process 
semantics beyond enumerating interface types
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Common Object Request Broker 
Architecture

CORBA is a standard proposed by OMG (Object Management Group)
The backbone of CORBA is the Object Request Broker (ORB) which 
allows communication between client and server components
The use of ORB allows hiding of the underlying complexity of network 
communication from application developers
It has an Interface Definition Language (IDL) for specifying the 
services provided by an object. This IDL interface can be compiled to 
native language stub and skeleton.
It communicates through Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP). This 
protocol allows objects distributed over the Internet, on different 
ORBs, to communicate with each other.
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CORBA Client/Server Communication

Examples of CORBA-ORB are Iona Orbix, Visigenic VisiBroker, OmniORB

OBJECT REQUEST BROKER (ORB)

Client 
stub

Client 
Application

Object
Adaptor

Server
Skeleton

Server
Application

User developed Automatically generated by IDL compiler
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Interface Definition Language (IDL)

IDL is a standard used to specify the services provided by 
an object.
An IDL interface consists of a set of named operations 
and their parameters (it can be invoked without the requester 
needing to know the implementation details of the software that delivers it).

IDL file is compiled by the IDL compiler to generate client 
stubs and server skeletons.

Interface Retail {
void getItemInfo(in string itemId, out string name, out float price,

out string description);

void order(in string buyerId, in string itemId, in short quantity);
};
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CORBA Services

ORB is the most crucial services in CORBA
Other optional services that extend ORB 
capabilities are:

Naming service (some way for objects to find 
each other
Transaction service (carry out transactions with 
atomicity)
Security service (access objects in a secure 
way)
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DCOM (Microsoft Distributed Component 
Object Model)

DCOM is an extension of COM that allows network-based 
component interaction.
It supports transparent communication between clients 
and servers (a.k.a ORB in CORBA)
DCOM separates the interface and the implementation of 
the components using an IDL which is proprietary.
DCOM is tightly tied to Microsoft development 
environment (Active X)
DCOM is now part of Microsoft .NET, the platform for 
delivering WebServices (future B2B integration platform).
.NET enables business components to communicate with 
applications on any other platform written in any 
language. 
DCOM and .NET are not open standards.
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DCOM Verses CORBA

Similarities
Both are based on object model
Both define interface using IDL
Both use a repository to locate objects

Differences
CORBA is a specification, DCOM is an implementation
CORBA uses IIOP, DCOM uses OSF DCE RPC for communication 
among remote objects
CORBA provides more standard services, DCOM has limited 
services
DCOM also uses ODL (Object Definition Language), while CORBA 
uses only IDL
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Java for Enterprises (EJB)

This is a particular component based model 
based around Java 2 programming language, 
namely Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE).
The specification was developed by SUN 
Microsystems in 1997 as a framework for 
developing distributed applications within an 
enterprise-wide context.
It is a combination of the best technologies from 
traditional TP monitors (TUXEDO, Encina) and 
distributed objects like CORBA.
The specification is still evolving...
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Why yet another component model?

• Both CORBA and DCOM are not Java-
centric (write once, run everywhere). 

• DCOM is not an open standard and is 
best used under Microsoft operating 
system (there is an attempt to port it to 
UNIX operating system).
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Why yet another component model? 
(Cont.)

• CORBA is both language and platform 
independent, but does not have a unified 
server-component model (different vendor 
implement services differently). 

• Java RMI (Remote Method Invocation) is Java-
centric and provides unifirm server model, but 
lacks the transaction, security and resource 
management for distributed objects like 
CORBA. 

• Direct competition to Microsoft's DCOM?? 
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Definition of EJB from Sun Microsystems

The EJB architecture is a component architecture for the 
development and deployment of component-based 
distributed business applications. Applications written 
using EJB architecture are scalable, transactional, and 
multi-user secure. These applications may be written 
once, and then deployed on any server platform that 
supports the EJB specification.

JavaBean are objects written in Java that encapsulate data and behavior
in a way that allows them to be reused
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What is EJB/J2EE?

• A standard for:
• developing multi-tier enterprise applications. 

• for a server-side component model which can deal 
with distributed object management, transaction, 
security, and persistence. 

• for encapsulating business processes and data  
(components) that run or reside on servers. 
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Application Servers

The various implementation of J2EE are known as 
application servers.
The platform used to be known as J2EE, in 2006 the 
name is changed to Java EE 5.
Commercial J2EE servers include IBM WebSphere, SUN 
ONE (iPlanet), Oracle10i AS, BEA WebLogic, SAP 
NetWeaver..
Open source implementation include JBoss, JOnAS from 
objectWeb.
Note that there is an application server from Microsoft 
which is called Microsoft .NET and is based on Microsoft’s 
DCOM which is not a J2EE specification but provide 
similar functionalities
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Multi-Tier J2EE-Based Architecture
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Another view of J2EE Architecture
Diagram from www.infoskill.com
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J2EE Architecture (Cont.)

• Web Container - is the runtime environment for 
JavaServer Page files (JSP) and Servlets. 

• EJB Container 

• manages instances of EJB throughout their lifecycle.

• It provides services that take the EJB bean 
interfaces, implementations and deployment 
descriptors and generate the actual classes that can 
be invoked by clients at runtime. 

• The three main types of EJBs components are session 
beans, entity beans and message Driven bean. 
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J2EE Architecture (Cont.)

• EJB Application Clients 
are Java programs that run in their own Java 
Virtual Machine and make use of the EJB 
beans on the server for their operations. 

• Other auxiliary systems
JNDI, JTS, JDBC, Web services, JMS, JavaMail, 
JCA ...
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Other Auxiliary Systems

Java Transaction API (JTA) (javax.transactions)
Java Web Service (JAX-WS) (javax.jws)
Java API for XML Parsing (JAXP) (javax.xml)
Java Messaging Service (JMS) (javax.jms)
Java Connector Architecture (JCA)
Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) 
(javax.naming)
Java Database Connection (JDBC) (javax.sql)
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The Web Container

It is the runtime environment for a web 
application. It consists of: 
• a web server that provides services like request 

dispatching, security, concurrency, and session 
management, authorization. 

• Java Servlets - applets that run on the server side, 
• JavaServer Pages (JSP) - is a technology supporting 

simple and powerful scripting ( embedded java code) 
in HTML document that allows dynamic HTML 
generation on the server side. 

• JSP Tag Library - library of predefined custom tags for 
use in JSP page
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EJB Containers

EJB containers rely on an execution environment provided 
by the J2EE server. It provides the following services: 

• Transaction Management - guarantees that 
business methods run in the proper transaction 
context. 

• Security - allows only authorized clients to invoke 
an enterprise bean's methods. 

• Remote Client Connectivity - manages low-level 
communication between clients and enterprise 
beans. 

• Life-Cycle Management - creation, initialization, and 
removal of beans. 
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EJB Containers (Cont.)

• Database Connection Pooling - manages the pool of 
DB connections to reduce resource usage and 
contention. 

• Persistence - transparently saving and loading entity 
beans from a database. 

• Other tools to automatically generate the stubs and  
the skeletons for enabling RMI communication 
among the entity and session beans.
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EJB Components

They are server components of business logic written in 
the Java programming language that can be executed 
within an EJB container. 
There are three types of beans: session beans, entity 
beans and message driven beans. Each entity and 
session bean consists of: 

• Home interface (also know as local interface) which lists all 
the available methods for creating, removing and locating the 
bean at the EJB container. It extends EJBHome or 
EJBLocalHome object. 

• Remote interface which defines the business methods offered 
by beans at the EJB container. It extends EJBObject or 
EJBLocalObject. 

• Bean class which implements the methods declared in the 
remote interface. It extends either the EntityBean or the 
SessionBean object or MessageDrivenBean. 
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Entity Bean

It represents a business object in a persistent store such 
as a database. The persistence can be bean-managed 
(self-managed) or container-managed. 

• Bean managed persistence requires the developer to write 
data access codes such as SQL commands to access a 
relational database via JDBC. 

• Container managed persistence allows an EJB container to 
handle the database access calls automatically. All the 
developer needs to do is to identify which fields in the entity bean 
need to be managed by the container . 

• It supports shared access from multiple users. 

• It lives as long as the data in the database. 

• It survives EJB server crashes. 

• It has persistent object references 
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Session Bean

It is like a workflow that allows interactions between 
beans.

• it executes on behalf of a single client, 

• it is transient or non-persistent, 

• it does not encapsulate any data that should be 
stored in the database, 

• it is possible to update data in an underlying 
database, 

• it is destroyed when the EJB server crashes, 
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Session Bean (Cont.)

• Session bean can be stateful or stateless: 
• A stateful bean is an extension of a client 

application conversation state. It is usually 
dedicated to one particular scenario. 

• A stateless bean is a collection of related client 
services. It does not have any internal state. Like a 
batch program that executes a request based on 
some parameters and return the result. 
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Example of using Session and Entity 
Beans together

Client Tier Middle Tier EIS Tier

Product

Customer

Order

ShoppingCart

ShoppingServlet

Web Container

EJB Container

Web
Browser

RDBMS
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How EJBs and Containers Communicate 
with Clients

Client machine EJB Server

EJB container

EJB bean object

Home object

Lookup(),Create()

EJBObject

EJBObject
(remote interface)

1

Pooled state

newInstance()
2

3
4

Ready state
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How EJBs and Containers Communicate 
with Clients (Cont.)

Client applications never directly interact with an EJB 
bean instance. All interactions are handled by the wrapper 
interfaces generated by the container the beans have 
been deployed into. 

• Client first uses a JNDI directory service to lookup "Home" 
object, 

• after locating the home object, client uses the method defined 
in the home interface to create, or find the bean, 

• the EJB container responds by creating an EJBObject (a.k.a 
stub skeleton in CORBA) and pass the object reference to the 
client, 

• a bean instance is now assigned to the EJBObject. 

• The bean now can receives requests from the client and 
callbacks from the container.
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Programming restriction

Enterprise beans make use of the services provided by 
the EJB container, such as life-cycle management. To 
avoid conflicts with these services, enterprise beans are 
restricted from performing certain operations: 

managing of synchronizing threads
accessing files or directories with java.io.* 
using AWT package
socket programming
loading a native library
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Message-Driven Beans (MDB)

This type of bean is added in  the EJB 2.0 Specification.
Entity and session beans only communicate via Java RMI.
MDB provides a component approach to process 
asynchronous messages. Acts as a JMS listener.
They are no home or remote interfaces for message-
driven bean. Server-side only component. Client cannot invoke 
a message-driven bean’s method directly.
It resembles a stateless session bean.
It relies on Java Message Service (JMS) to function.
On receiving message satisfying certain criteria, the 
container invokes OnMessage method of the Message 
Driven Bean.
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Client access to the three types of EJBs

J2EE Server

Session beans

Entity beans

Message-
Driven
beans

EJB Container

JMS Messaging Server

EJB Clients

Web browser

Java program

Remote
Method
Calls

Queue or Topic
Listeners
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What did component model (J2EE) 
provide for B2B Integration?

At the communication layer, EJB uses Java RMI, RMI-IIOP 
and JMS to make the location of server transparent to the 
client. 
At the content layer, it relies on method invocation to 
exchange business documents. This implies tightly 
coupled and long-term business relationships among 
components.
The message driven bean enables support for loosely 
coupled relationships through asynchronous messaging.
At the business process layer, applications can be 
assembled from the deployed components. However, the 
semantics of the process has to be worked out offline and 
coded in the client application. 
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Questions, Suggestions and Advice 

Read Chapter 1 and 2 of “Enterprise JavaBeans “ by 
Richard Monson-Haefel.

Read Sun’s J2EE guide.

What are the interoperability problems in distributed 
enterprise computing? Illustrate with diagrams how CORBA 
and J2EE solves the interoperability problem?


